Abstract. This communication investigates the effect of free convection on the heat transfer and the flow through a highly porous medium bounded by two vertical parallel porous plates. It is assume that free stream velocity oscillates in times about a constant mean. Assuming periodic temperature at the moving plate, the approximate solutions for velocity field, temperature field, skin-friction and the rate of heat transfer are obtained and discussed with the help of graphs and tables.
Introduction
The phenomenon of free convection arises in the fluid when temperature changes cause density variation leading to buoyancy forces acting on the fluid elements. This can be seen in our everyday life in the atmospheric flow, which is driven by temperature differences. Now, free convective flow past a vertical plate has been studied extensively by Ostrach [1, 2] and many others. These studies are confined to steady flows only. In case of unsteady free convective flows, Soundalgekar [3] studied the effects of viscous dissipation on the flow past an infinite vertical porous plate. It was assumed that the plate temperature oscillates in such a way that its amplitude is small. Flows of fluid through porous media are of principal interest because these are quite prevalent in nature. Such flows have attracted the attention of a number of scholars due to their applications in many branches of science and technology. Raptis [4] studied the unsteady free convection flow through a porous medium. Raptis and Peridikis [5] further studied the unsteady free convection flow through a highly porous medium bounded by an infinite porous plate. The convection in a porous medium with inclined temperature gradient have been studied by Nield [6] . Kelleher et al. [7] also studied the heat transfer response of laminar free convection boundary layers along vertical heated plates to surface-temperature oscillations. The laminar free convection from a vertical plate has been investigated by Martynenko et al. [8] . Harris et al. [9] studied free convection from a vertical plate through a porous media. Das et al. [10] have been studied the transient free convection flow past an infinite vertical plate with periodic temperature variation. Free convective flow through a porous medium between two vertical parallel plates has been studied by Singh [11] . The object of the present paper is to investigate the effects of free convection on oscillatory Couette flow through a highly porous medium when the temperature of the plate oscillates in time.
Formulation of the problem
We consider the unsteady Couette flow of a viscous incompressible fluid through a highly porous medium bounded between two infinite vertical porous plates. One of which is suddenly moved from rest with a free stream velocity that oscillate in time about a constant mean. Further, it is assumed that the temperature of moving plate fluctuates in time about a non-zero constant mean. We take x * -axis along the moving vertical plate in the vertically upward direction and y * -axis is taken normal to this plate. The other stationary vertical plate is assumed to be situated at y * = b at temperature T * s . We consider the free-stream velocity distribution of the form:
where U 0 is the mean constant free-stream velocity, ω * is the frequency of oscillations and t * is the time. The equations governing the problem are: Momentum equation
Energy equation
Boundary conditions
where
s are respectively, velocity, free-stream velocity, density, viscosity, pressure, garvity, volumetric coefficient of thermal expansion, permeability parameter, thermal diffusivity, temperature of fluid in the boundary layer, temperature of the moving plate and temperature of the stationary plate. The ( * ) stands for dimensional quantities. Equation (2), for the free stream, is reduced to
From equations (2) and (5), we get
This equation is reduced to
by using the constitutive equation
, where β is the volumetric coefficient of thermal expansion and ρ ∞ the density of the fluid far away the surface.
Introducing the following non-dimensional quantities
The equations (6) and (3) become
ωP r ∂θ ∂t
with corresponding boundary conditions
Solution of the problem
Since the amplitudes of the free-stream velocity and temperature variation ε(≪ 1) is very small, we now assume the solutions of the following form:
and for the free-stream velocity
Substituting equations (10) and (11) in equations (7) and (8), comparing the coefficients of identical power of ε and neglecting those of ε 2 , we get following equations
with the corresponding boundary conditions:
where primes denotes differentiation with respect to y. Solving these equations under the corresponding boundary conditions are
where:
Result and discussions
In order to point out the effect of permeability and convection on the velocity, when the moving plate is subjected to oscillating free-stream velocity and fluctuating wall temperature, the following discussions are set out. Numerical calculations are carried out for different values of Gr, P r, ω and k. The values of Prandtl number are chosen as 0.71 and 7.0 approximately, which represent air and water respectively at 20
• C. The values of Gr and k are selected arbitrarily.
(a) Mean flow
The mean flow velocity is given by equation (19). This velocity component is presented in Figure 1 . It is observed from the figure that the mean velocity decreases with an increase in permeability parameter because the porous material offers resistance to the flow. Knowing the mean velocity field from the practical point of view, it is important to know that the effects of Grashoff number on mean-skin friction. It is given by:
and in non-dimensional it is given by:
Denoting the mean skin friction by
Substituting equation (19) in equation (22), we have
The numerical values of τ m are entered in Table 1 . It may be observed from this Table, the mean skin-friction increases with increase k and Gr both. It is interesting to note that the mean skin-friction is more affected by increase in Gr. This is interpreted physically as the presence of porous medium.
(b) Unsteady flow
The velocity and temperature fields as given by equations (17) to (20) respectively can be expressed in terms of fluctuating parts as follows
We can now write expressions for transient velocity and transient temperature from (23) and (24) for t = π/2, as follows
The transient velocity profiles are shown in Figure 2 . The graph reveals that the transient velocity increases with increasing Gr in both the situations [P r = 0.71 (air) and P r = 7.0 (water)], because of buoyancy force increasing in the upward direction. This figure further exhibits that the velocity decreases due to increase of permeability parameter k in both the cases (air and water). Physically, this is true because the permeability of the porous medium exert retarding influence on the fluid motion. It is evident that for fixed values of k and Gr the velocity increase as the frequency parameter ω increases for water (P r = 7.0), while reverse effect is observed for air (P r = 0.71). The values of transient velocity is more in air than in water because an increase in Prandtl number is due to an increase in the viscosity of the fluid which makes the fluid thick and hence decrease in the velocity. . depicts the variation of temperature with distance from moving plate. It is observed that transient temperature increases with increasing ω for air (P r = 0.71), while reverse phenomena is observed for water (P r = 7.0). It is interesting to note that the values of transient temperature are greater near the moving plate for water while reverse effect is observed as we move towards the stationary plate. It is now proposed to study the behavior of amplitude and phase of skin-friction. From equations (20) and (21) we have
We can express equation (27) in terms of the amplitude and phase of skin-friction as
The numerical values of |M | are presented in Table 2 . It is observed from this table that |M | increases with increasing ω for water while reverse effect is observed for air (for same values of Gr). The increase in Gr leads to increase in amplitude of skin-friction. Table 2 . The values of (|M |) for k = 0.5.
P r = 7 P r = 0.71 The tangent of phase of skin-friction is reported in Figure 4 . It is observed that phase of skin-friction increases with the increase in Gr in both the cases (P r = 0.71 and P r = 7.0). The Figure 4 clearly shows that there is always a phase lead for small values of k and a phase lag for large value of k in case of air (P r = 0.71). The phase of skin-friction oscillates with increasing ω in case of water (P r = 7.0).
We now study the effect of ω on the rate of heat transfer. The rate of heat transfer in terms of the Nusselt number can be obtained as
We can express (30) in terms of amplitude and phase of heat transfer as The numerical values of the amplitude and phase of heat transfer are listed in Table  3 . We observe from the Table 3 that amplitude of heat transfer increases with increasing P r and ω both. The values of amplitude are greater in case of water than in case of air. It is clear that there is always a phase lead for P r = 0.71 (air), whenever the phase of heat transfer almost remains same for the case of water (P r = 7.0).
